
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of senior
technical product manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior technical product manager

Work with early-adopter and visionary 3P Sellers to invent the next set of
customer-centric solutions
Validate the Platform technology on various public clouds, identify gaps and
define requirements that are needed to enable customers to deploy and
manage their solution in a multi-cloud environment
In collaboration with Engineering, define a detailed, rolling 4-quarter product
roadmap based on the product strategy and drive the alignment of key
releases to deliver on the roadmap
Meticulously think through every aspect of the overall customer experience,
putting users' needs first in the definition of requirements
Set the vision for new customer experiences across the Kindle reader
ecosystem, in partnership with our UX and engineering teams
Know our customers, their challenges, and how they deal with those
challenges today (including through competitive products)
Understand complex business problems, apply strong analytical skill, use
technology to solve problems and create an effective strategy
Work directly with actual users of your products to understand their needs
Work with business partners and external parties (suppliers, standard bodies,
3rd party partners)
Partner with key stakeholders to identify opportunities to best serve our
users

Example of Senior Technical Product Manager Job
Description
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Prior product release management experience is a plus
Demonstrated history of managing complex projects
Working knowledge of SAP Hana and familiarity with the SAP applications
portfolio
Experience guiding cross-functional teams
Understanding of enterprise-level server and application environments
Work with engineering to set strategy, define the product, and make the
hard, high-judgment trade-offs between functionality and time-to-market


